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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background information on Sopdap Technologies 

Sopdap Technologies is an Information and Communications Technology (ICT) company that offers a 

range of software and web development services to clients both locally and globally. Sopdap 

Technologies was founded in 2015, consequently, it gained a reputation for providing innovative and 

high-quality solutions that meet the evolving needs of technologically based industries. 

The company is led by a team of experienced personnel who have practical experience in software 

engineering, project management, and entrepreneurship. They are committed to using their expertise to 

provide cutting-edge solutions that will help clients achieve their business objectives or goals. 

Sopdap Technologies offers a wide range of services, including Web3 Project Development, AI 

Solution, Cybersecurity, Cloud Security and Infrastructure, Data Privacy and Compliance, Consulting 

and Advisory Services. They have worked with clients in a variety of industries, including healthcare, 

finance, education, and e-commerce. 

In addition to their client services, Sopdap Technologies is also focused on developing their own 

products and platforms. The Sopdap AI Token and the Sopdap AI Platform are the latest additions to 

their portfolio of innovative solutions. 

Overall, Sopdap Technologies is a dynamic and forward-thinking company that is dedicated to 

providing the highest quality ICT solutions to clients around the world. 

Our Core Services: 

• Web3 Project Development 

• AI solution 

• Cybersecurity 

• Cloud security and infrastructure  

• Data privacy and compliance 

• Consulting and Advisory services 

Our utility token (SDP) can be used to pay for any of the services we offer, based on the current market 

value. 

1.2 Purpose of the whitepaper 

The purpose of the Sopdap AI Token whitepaper is to provide a comprehensive overview of the 

project, its goals, and its underlying technology. The whitepaper is intended to serve as a reference for 
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investors, developers, and other stakeholders who are interested in learning more about the Sopdap AI 

Token and its associated platform. Categorically, the whitepaper comprises the following topics: 

1. An introduction to Sopdap Technologies and the Sopdap AI Token 

2. The underlying technology behind the Sopdap AI Platform, including its AI-powered features 

and capabilities. 

3. The tokenomics of the Sopdap AI Token, including its total supply, allocation, and utility. 

4. The roadmap for the project, including its timeline, milestones, and development plans, 

5. The team behind the project, including their backgrounds and experience 

6. The benefits and potential use cases of the Sopdap AI Platform and the Sopdap AI Token 

7. The risks and challenges associated with the project, as well as the measures being taken to 

mitigate them 

Generally, the whitepaper will provide a detailed and transparent overview of the Sopdap AI Token and 

the associated platform, with the aim of fostering understanding and trust among stakeholders and 

encouraging widespread adoption of the project. 

1.3 Overview of Sopdap AI Token and platform 

Sopdap AI Token is a utility token that powers an AI-based platform for content generation and various 

productivity-enhancing tasks. The Sopdap AI Platform leverages the power of AI to provide intelligent 

and personalized solutions that are designed to help users achieve their goals faster and more 

efficiently. The platform will provide access to a wide range of services, including content creation, 

content curation, and task automation. 

The Sopdap AI Token is built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network, which is a blockchain 

platform that supports the development of decentralized applications (dApps) and smart contracts. The 

BSC network provides speedy transactions and low fees, which makes it an ideal platform for the 

Sopdap AI Token and the associated platform. 

The Sopdap AI Token has a total fixed supply of 3 billion tokens, with a proposed initial circulation 

supply of 750 million tokens. The token is used to access premium services on the Sopdap AI Platform, 

including personalized content generation and advanced task automation. Users can purchase the token 

on various cryptocurrency exchanges or earn it through participation in the Sopdap AI Platform's 

ecosystem. 

The Sopdap AI Platform is designed purposefully to provide effective services to the user at all levels 

of skill. The platform is powered by a suite of AI algorithms that are constantly learning and adapting 

to user needs. The platform will provide users access to a wide range of AI-powered tools and services, 

which include: 
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1. Content Creation: The platform uses advanced natural language processing (NLP) algorithms 

to generate high-quality, engaging content that is tailored to the user's needs and preferences. 

2. Content Curation: The platform provides personalized content recommendations based on the 

user's interests and browsing history. Users can save and organize their favorite content for easy 

access later. 

3. Task Automation: The platform uses AI algorithms to automate repetitive and time-consuming 

tasks, such as data entry; code debugging, scheduling, and email and social media management. 

On the whole, the Sopdap AI Token and the associated platform represent an innovative and powerful 

solution for content generation and task automation. The platform leverages the credibility of AI to 

provide intelligent and personalized solutions that are designed to help users achieve their goals faster 

and more efficiently. 

2.0 Market Analysis 

The market for AI and content generation solutions is growing rapidly for businesses and individuals 

alike. Seeking innovative solutions to improve productivity and efficiency. While there are several 

competitors in the market, the Sopdap AI platform differentiates itself through its intelligent and 

personalized solutions that are designed to meet the unique needs of each user. 

The market presents significant opportunities for growth but also comes with its share of challenges, 

including concerns around data privacy and security. Sopdap Technologies is committed to addressing 

these challenges through robust security measures and compliance with relevant regulatory 

requirements. 

2.1 Overview Of The AI And Content Generation Market 

The AI and content generation market is a rapidly growing sector that has seen significant growth in 

recent years. As businesses and organizations increasingly rely on digital platforms to engage with 

customers and clients, there is a need for a befitting channel with a high standard and rich content that 

can capture their attention and drive conversions. 

AI-powered content generation tools have emerged as a key solution to this problem, providing 

businesses and marketers with the ability to create personalized, engaging content at scale. These tools 

leverage advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms and machine learning models to 

analyze data and generate content that is tailored to the user's needs and preferences. 

The global AI market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 42.2% from 2021 to 2028, with a projected 

market size of $309.6 billion by 2028. The content generation market, in particular, is expected to see 

significant growth in the coming years, driven by the increasing demand for personalized and engaging 

content. 
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The rise of social media platforms, e-commerce sites, and other digital channels has created a growing 

need for content that can capture and hold users' attention. AI-powered content generation tools can 

help businesses and marketers create content that is tailored to specific audiences, increasing 

engagement and driving conversions. 

Largely, the AI and content generation market is a rapidly growing sector that is poised for continued 

growth in the coming years. As businesses and organizations increasingly rely on digital channels to 

engage with customers and clients, the demand for high-quality, engaging content is only expected to 

grow, making AI-powered content generation tools an increasingly valuable solution for businesses of 

all sizes. 

2.2 Competitor Analysis: 

The content generation market is a rapidly growing sector, and there are several competitors in the 

space offering AI-powered content generation solutions. Some of the major competitors of Sopdap AI 

content generation include: 

1. Jasper: is a powerful language generation AI model that has gained popularity in the content 

generation space. The model has been trained on a vast amount of text data and can generate 

human-like text in a variety of styles and formats. 

2. Copy.ai: Copy.ai is a content generation tool that uses AI to generate marketing copy, product 

descriptions, and other types of content. The tool can generate content in multiple languages and 

is designed to be easy to use, even for non-technical users. 

3. MarketMuse: MarketMuse is an AI-powered content marketing platform that uses machine 

learning algorithms to analyze content and provide recommendations for improving SEO and 

engagement. The platform offers a suite of content generation tools, including topic modeling, 

content briefs, and content optimization. 

2.3 Market Opportunities and Challenges: 

The AI-powered content generation market offers significant opportunities for growth, driven by the 

increasing demand for personalized and engaging content. However, there are also several challenges 

that must be addressed to succeed in this space. 

2.3.1 Opportunities: 

1. Increasing demand for personalized content: As businesses and organizations increasingly 

rely on digital channels to engage with customers and clients, the demand for personalized and 

engaging content is also expected to grow, making AI-powered content generation tools an 

increasingly valuable solution for businesses of all sizes. 
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2. Automation of content generation: The use of AI-powered content generation tools can 

significantly increase productivity and reduce costs, making them an attractive option for 

businesses looking to automate their content generation processes. 

3. Potential for new revenue streams: AI-powered content generation tools offer the potential 

for new revenue streams for businesses, as they can be used to generate content for a wide range 

of applications, including social media, e-commerce, and advertising. 

2.3.2 Challenges: 

1. Competition from established players: The content generation market is highly competitive, 

with several established players offering AI-powered solutions. New entrants may face 

challenges in gaining market share and establishing their brand. 

2. Quality of generated content: AI-powered content generation tools may struggle to produce 

content that is of the same quality as that generated by human writers. This can be a challenge 

for businesses looking to maintain a high level of quality in their content. 

3. Data privacy and security concerns: The use of AI-powered content generation tools may 

raise concerns around data privacy and security, particularly in industries where data privacy is 

of paramount importance, such as healthcare and finance. 

3.0 Token Details 

3.1 Token Supply and Distribution: 

The total supply of Sopdap AI Token is 3 Billion, which will be distributed as follows: 

Items Percentage  Remark Amount  

Public Sale & Exchange 

Listing 

50% Vested for 5 years 1.5 Billion 

Team and future employee 8% Vested for 5 years 240 Million 

Advisor 2% Vested for 5 years 60 Million 

Investors  5% Vested for 5years 150 Million 

Platform Dev & Research 5% Vested for 5years 150 Million 

Marketing and Partnership 5% Vested for 5years 150 Million 

Treasury/Reserved 25% FixedLock for 5years 750 Million 

 

Table: 3.1.1 Tokenomics and Distribution 
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    Overall Tokenomics Chart 

 
Figure 3.1.1 : Tokenomics Chart 

3.1.1 Sub Distribution of 50% Allocated to Community and Exchange Listing 
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Figure: 3.1.2 sub distribution of community token 

3.2 Token Economics and Use Cases: 

The Sopdap AI Token is a utility token that is designed to be used on the Sopdap AI platform to access 

premium features and services. The token will be used for transactions within the platform, such as 

paying for content generation services and accessing premium features. In addition, the token can be 

used for staking and participating in governance activities on the platform. The token is used to 

facilitate transactions on the Sopdap AI platform and is a vital component of the platform's ecosystem. 

Also, a portion of subscription fees collected on the Sopdap AI platform will be used to buy back and 

burn Sopdap AI tokens, reducing the overall supply and increasing the value of the remaining tokens 

3.3 Token Functionality and Features: 

Sopdap AI Token is built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and is compatible with all BSC wallets. 

The token uses the BEP-20 token standard, which enables seamless integration with other decentralized 

applications (dApps) on the BSC network. Sopdap AI Token holders will also benefit from reduced 

transaction fees, faster transaction times, and increased security compared to traditional payment 

methods. 

3.4 Technical Specifications and Compatibility: 

Built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), the Sopdap AI Token complies with ERC-20 standards. The 

BSC network's various decentralized apps (dApps) can be seamlessly integrated with the token because 

it adheres to the BEP-20 token standard. The cryptocurrency works with every BSC wallet, including 

Trust Wallet, MetaMask, and Binance Chain Wallet. 
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4.0 Sopdap AI Token Use Cases 

4.1 Overview of Use Cases: 

The Sopdap AI Token is a utility token that can be used for a variety of purposes on the Sopdap AI 

platform. Some of the use cases include: 

1. Content Generation:  The Sopdap AI Token can be used to pay for content generation services 

on the Sopdap AI platform. Users can submit their requirements, and the AI-powered platform 

will generate high-quality content that meets their specific needs. 

2. Access to Premium Features: The Sopdap AI Token can be used to access premium features 

and services on the platform, such as advanced content generation options, enhanced analytics 

and reporting, and personalized recommendations. 

3. Staking: The Sopdap AI Token can be staked on the platform to earn rewards and participate in 

governance activities. 

4. Payment for services: The sopdap AI Token can be use to pay for any of our services that will 

offers.  

5. Burning and Buy Back: A portion of subscription fees collected on the Sopdap AI platform 

will be used to buy back, and burn Sopdap AI tokens reducing the overall supply and increasing 

the value of the remaining tokens 

4.2 Benefits to Users: 

By using the Sopdap AI Token on the platform, users can benefit from reduced transaction fees, faster 

transaction times, increased security, and access to premium features and services. The token also 

enables users to participate in the platform's governance activities and earn rewards for staking. 

4.3 Examples of Use Cases: 

Let's take a look at some examples of how the Sopdap AI Token can be used on the platform: 

1. John is a content creator who needs high-quality content for his blog. He submits his 

requirements on the Sopdap AI platform and pays with a Sopdap AI Token. The platform uses 

AI to generate content that meets John's specific needs, and he receives the content in a matter 

of minutes. 

2. Sarah is a marketer who needs advanced analytics and reporting to track the performance of her 

campaigns. She uses the Sopdap AI Token to access the platform's premium analytics features, 

which provide her with detailed insights and recommendations for improving her campaigns. 

3. David is a crypto enthusiast who wants to participate in the governance activities of the Sopdap 

AI platform. He stakes his Sopdap AI Tokens on the platform and earns rewards for his 
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contribution. He also has a say in the platform's decision-making process and can vote on 

important proposals. 

By leveraging the power of AI, the Sopdap AI platform can deliver intelligent and personalized 

solutions that are tailored to the unique needs of each user. This results in significant improvements in 

productivity and efficiency, enabling users to achieve their goals faster and more effectively. 

5.0 Roadmap 

The Sopdap AI Project has a comprehensive roadmap that outlines key development milestones and 

future plans. The roadmap includes the following: 

5.1 Sopdap AI Roadmap: 

Project Timeline: 

- Q1 2022: Inception of the Sopdap AI Project, Research, and Development Begin 

- Q2 2022: Establishing a stable team and resources, and project planning 

- Q3 2022: Platform Development and Testing Commences 

- Q4 2022: Token Development and Deployment on the Binance Smart Chain 

- Q1 2023: Presale and ICO Launch, Listing on Major Exchanges 

- Q2 2023: Integration with Third-Party Platforms, Launch of Premium Features 

- Q3 2023: Implementation of Governance Mechanisms, Expansion to New Markets 

- Q4 2023: Launch of Mobile Applications, Continuous Improvement and Enhancement 

- Q1 2024: Launch of the Sopdap AI Token and platform based on blockchain to fix privacy issues 

- Q2 2024: Integration with other blockchain-based ecosystems 

- Q3 2024: Expansion of the Sopdap AI platform to new markets 

- Q4 2024: Introduction of new features and use cases 

- Q1 2025: Expansion of the user base through marketing and community building efforts 

- Q2 2025: Integration with other blockchain-based ecosystems 
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5.2 Development Milestones: 

- Platform Development and Testing: The Sopdap AI platform has been developed and is currently in 

the testing phase, ready for launch. 

- Token Deployment: The Sopdap AI Token has been deployed on the Binance Smart Chain and is 

ready for presale and ICO launch. 

- Listing on Major Exchanges: After the presale and ICO, the token will be listed on major exchanges 

to increase its liquidity and accessibility. 

- Integration with Third-Party Platforms: The platform will be integrated with third-party platforms to 

expand its reach and increase its user base. 

- Launch of Premium Features: Premium features will be launched to provide users with advanced 

options and personalized solutions. 

- Implementation of Governance Mechanisms: Governance mechanisms will be implemented to enable 

token holders to participate in the platform's decision-making process and earn rewards for their 

contributions. 

- Expansion to New Markets: The platform will be expanded to new markets to provide its services to a 

wider audience. 

- Launch of Mobile Applications: Mobile applications will be launched to provide users with a 

seamless experience on the go. 

5.3 Future Plans: 

Sopdap AI is committed to continuous improvement and enhancement of the platform to provide users 

with the best possible experience. The company plans to develop new features and services, integrate 

with more third-party platforms, and expand to new markets. The platform will also continue to 

implement governance mechanisms to enable token holders to participate in decision-making and earn 

rewards for their contributions. 

The Sopdap Technologies team is committed to delivering on the roadmap, ensuring that the platform 

continues to evolve and meet the changing needs of users. 

6.0 Team 

The Sopdap team is comprised of a group of talented and dedicated individuals who are passionate 

about creating innovative solutions to meet the evolving needs of the digital age. At the helm of the 
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team is CEO Oladapo Adesope Adeyefa, a seasoned computer scientist and entrepreneur with years of 

experience in the technology industry. His vision and leadership have been instrumental in guiding the 

team in the development and launch of the Sopdap AI platform and token. Alongside futurist CEO 

Oladapo Adesope Adeyefa, with some group of experts in various fields, including software 

development, artificial intelligence, marketing, and business development, who bring their unique skills 

and expertise to the table of innovation for the success of this platform. Together, the Sopdap team is 

committed to delivering top-notch products and services that provide exceptional value to their clients 

and customers. 

The team is supported by a range of advisors and partners who bring additional expertise and 

experience to the project. 

7.0 Security and Risks 

Sopdap Technologies takes security and risk management very seriously. The platform is designed with 

robust security measures to ensure that user data is protected at all times. These measures include 

encryption, multi-factor authentication, and regular security audits. 

While the Sopdap team is committed to providing a secure platform for users, it's important to note that 

there are still inherent risks associated with any digital platform. These risks include, but are not limited 

to, cyberattacks, software bugs, and network failures. 

To mitigate these risks, the Sopdap team has implemented a range of security measures, including 

regular code audits, security testing, and encryption protocols. The team also adheres to best practices 

for data protection and has strict policies in place to ensure user privacy. 

However, it's important to note that there is always a degree of risk involved with any digital asset, 

including tokens. The value of the Sopdap AI Token may be affected by market volatility, regulatory 

changes, and other external factors. Additionally, there is a risk of loss due to technical or operational 

failures, as well as the possibility of fraud or theft. 

As with any investment or use of digital assets, users should carefully consider their risk tolerance and 

conduct their own research before making any decisions. The Sopdap team is committed to 

transparency and will continue to provide updates and information to help users make informed 

decisions. 

While the platform is designed to be as secure as possible, there are still potential risks to consider, 

including cybersecurity threats and regulatory compliance risks. Sopdap Technologies is committed to 

addressing these risks through ongoing risk management and compliance efforts. 

8.0 Legal and Regulatory Compliance 
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The Sopdap AI Token and platform are subject to various legal and regulatory requirements in different 

jurisdictions. As a responsible company, the Sopdap team is committed to complying with all relevant 

laws and regulations, including those related to data privacy, Anti-Money Laundering (AML), and 

Know-Your-Customer (KYC) requirements. 

The Sopdap team is currently working with legal experts to ensure that the Sopdap AI Token and 

platform comply with all relevant laws and regulations in the jurisdictions where they operate. This 

includes complying with the laws and regulations related to the offering and sale of tokens, as well as 

ensuring that the platform is compliant with data privacy laws. 

It's important to note that laws and regulations related to cryptocurrencies and digital assets are still 

evolving in many jurisdictions, and the regulatory landscape can be complex and dynamic. The Sopdap 

team is committed to staying up-to-date with all relevant legal and regulatory developments and will 

make changes to the platform and token as needed to ensure compliance. 

Users of the Sopdap AI Token and platform should also be aware of their own legal and regulatory 

obligations related to the use of digital assets and cryptocurrencies in their respective jurisdictions. It's 

important to conduct proper due diligence and consult with legal and financial experts before investing 

in or using any digital asset or cryptocurrency. 

9.0 Marketing and Adoption 

The Sopdap AI Project has a comprehensive marketing and adoption strategy in place. This includes 

targeted marketing campaigns to reach key audiences, community building efforts to foster engagement 

and loyalty, and partnership and collaboration initiatives to expand the platform's reach. 

The success of the Sopdap AI Token and platform relies on their adoption and usage by the wider 

community. As such, the Sopdap team is committed to implementing a comprehensive marketing and 

adoption strategy that will help to drive awareness, engagement, and usage of the platform and token. 

 The marketing and adoption strategy includes a range of activities, such as: 

1. Branding and messaging: The Sopdap team has developed a strong brand identity and 

messaging that reflect the core values of the company and resonate with the target audience. 

This includes developing a strong visual identity, consistent messaging across all channels, and 

creating engaging content that communicates the benefits of the platform and token. 

2. Community building: The Sopdap team is actively building a community of users and 

supporters around the platform and token. This includes engaging with potential users and 

partners on social media, forums, and other channels, as well as hosting events and meetups to 

connect with the community and provide education and information about the platform and 

token. 
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3. Partnerships and integrations: The Sopdap team is exploring partnerships and integrations 

with other projects, platforms, and service providers in the blockchain and AI space. These 

partnerships and integrations will help expand the reach of the platform and token and provide 

additional use cases and benefits for users. 

4. Exchange listings: The Sopdap team is working to secure listings on major cryptocurrency 

exchanges to ensure that the token is easily accessible and tradable for users. This will also help 

to increase the visibility and liquidity of the token. 

5. Educational resources: The Sopdap team is developing a range of educational resources, 

including documentation, tutorials, and guides, to help users understand how to use the platform 

and token. This will help to reduce barriers to entry and increase adoption among both technical 

and non-technical users. 

Generally, the Sopdap team is committed to building a strong and engaged community around the 

platform and token and to driving adoption and usage through effective marketing and educational 

efforts. 

The team is committed to building a strong and engaged community of users who are invested in the 

platform's success. 

10.0 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the Sopdap AI Token and platform are poised to revolutionize the content generation and 

productivity industry with its advanced AI-based solutions. The platform leverages the power of AI to 

provide intelligent and personalized solutions that are designed to help users achieve their goals faster 

and more efficiently. 

The Sopdap AI Token is a utility token built on the BSC network, with a total supply of 3 billion 

tokens. It is designed to be used to access premium services on the Sopdap AI platform, among others. 

The token has a comprehensive tokenomics structure, with a focus on creating value for its holders and 

ensuring a fair distribution. 

Our team is comprised of experienced professionals and experts in the fields of AI, software 

development, and entrepreneurship. We are committed to ensuring that the Sopdap AI project meets its 

milestones and provides excellent solutions to its users. 

We understand the risks associated with the crypto industry and have put measures in place to ensure 

the security of our platform and token. We are also committed to regulatory compliance and will work 

closely with relevant authorities to ensure that we operate within legal frameworks. 
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We believe that the Sopdap AI Token and platform will significantly benefit individuals and businesses 

looking to improve their productivity and efficiency through the use of AI-based solutions. We are 

excited about the future of this project and look forward to its success. 

11.0 Appendices, Glossary, Reference, and Support Materials 

11.1 Appendices: 

- Appendix A: Sopdap AI Token Contract Address 

- Appendix B: Sopdap AI Token Distribution Schedule 

- Appendix C: Sopdap AI Platform Features 

- Appendix D: Sopdap AI Roadmap Timeline 

- Appendix E: Sopdap AI Team Members and Advisors 

11.2 Glossary: 

- AI: Artificial Intelligence 

- BSC: Binance Smart Chain 

- CEX: Centralized Exchange 

- DEX: Decentralized Exchange 

- ERC-20: Ethereum Request for Comments 20, a technical standard for tokens issued on the Ethereum 

blockchain. 

- ICO: Initial Coin Offering 

- Presale: A phase of token sale that takes place before the official public sale. 

- Smart Contract: Self-executing contract with the terms of the agreement between buyer and seller 

being directly written into lines of code. 

- Tokenomics: The study of the design and implementation of a cryptocurrency token's economic 

system. 
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Gartner. (2021). Gartner Top Strategic Technology Trends for 2021. 

IDC. (2021). Worldwide Artificial Intelligence Market Forecast: COVID-19 Update 1Q21. 

Binance Academy. (n.d.). What is Binance Smart Chain (BSC)? 

11.4 Supporting Materials: 

Sopdap Technologies Website (sopdap.com.ng) 

Sopdap AI Token Whitepaper (published on sopdap.com.ng) 

Sopdap AI Platform (ai.sopdap.com) 

Sopdap AI Token Contract (available on BSCScan) 

Sopdap AI Token Presale Details (to be announced) 

 

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY 

 Twitter: @sopdap_AI 

Telegram: @Sopdap_AI 

Facebook: SopdapAI 

YouTube: Sopdap_AI 

Linkedin: Sopdap_AI 

 

Website: www.sopdap.com 

For partnership email: project@sopdap.com 

 

http://www.sopdap.com/

